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computational resources. Famous exam-
ples include the Four Colour Theorem [1], 
the existence of the Lorentz attractor [21], 
the Kepler conjecture [10] or the weak 
Goldbach conjecture [12], …

What is a theorem?
The most visible outcome of research in 
mathematics is the production of new re-
sults, called theorems, together with their 
proofs. What makes a candidate proof be-
come a theorem is a blend of a social pro-
cess and of a scrutinization: people give 
talks explaining their new ideas to their 
peers, they eventually submit papers to 
journals, and these submissions are care-
fully reviewed by anonymous colleagues. 
In the vast majority of cases, everything 
goes fine and only minor errors subsist in 
published texts, that can easily be fixed 
by the target audience of specialists. But 
sometimes proofs are published that are 
truly incomplete or essentially incorrect, 
and nonetheless believed to be true for a 
while. There are notorious long sagas of 
trials and errors like the Four Colour Theo-
rem [8] or Hilbert’s 16th problem [13] — al-
though the latter example is an emblem-
atic example of how fertile false proofs 
can turn out to be. It is indeed in some 
cases very difficult to find reviewers who 
are at the same time: competent enough 
in all the areas of expertise required, fo-
cused enough to detect all the potential 
flaws, and insensitive to subjective infor-
mation like their personal relation to the 
author or his/her reputation in the com-

most creative and fun part of the activity of 
research in mathematics: understanding a 
proof, a definition, shaking a wannabe the-
orem by trying to find counter-examples, 
explain and explore new ideas …

Since the last half of the twentieth 
century however, computers have deeply 
changed the face of research in mathe-
matics. Mathematicians nowadays seldom 
exchange snail mails, as J.-P. Serre and 
A. Grothendieck [6, 19] did not so long 
ago, but emails — see for instance the 
correspondence of the two French math-
ematicians C. Villani and C. Mouhot, re-
printed in part in C. Villani’s novel Birth 
of a Theorem [22]. They write research 
blog posts, they typeset themselves their 
articles using scientific document prepa-
ration systems, and they access them via 
the Internet — and less and less often at 
the library. Computers have also relieved 
mathematicians from pedestrian calcula-
tion work, now handed down to scientific 
computing software, able to compute more 
than what would be possible in a life time. 
This easy access to heavy computations 
has even motivated new forms of mathe-
matics, like computer algebra or numerical 
analysis. In various areas of mathematics, 
there are now theorems whose sole known 
proofs rely as of today on the execution of 
a computer program, and on superhuman 

Proof assistants are software tools dedicat-
ed to the conception of digital libraries of 
formalized mathematics, that can be ma-
chine-checked automatically. So far mostly 
used by researchers in computer science, 
they have recently started to attract the 
attention of researchers in pure mathemat-
ics, thanks to the successful formalization 
of recent and major mathematical results. 
This article discusses the issues and the 
benefits of this alternate way of doing 
mathematics with the help of a computer.

Black boards and computers
The popular representation of a researcher 
is usually a person wearing a white lab 
coat and playing with an emblematic tool 
of her discipline: a microscope for a biolo-
gist, glasses and test tubes for a chemist, 
a telescope for the astrophysicist, ... But 
what does a mathematics laboratory look 
like? Researchers in mathematics do not 
need lab coats nor protection glasses. But 
if you ask them about it, they will proba-
bly make a strong requirement about at 
least their office and seminar rooms being 
equipped with a black board, and even 
may be other places like the cafeteria too. 
There is certainly a black board – white board 
preference split, just like there is a cof-
fee – tea one, but in any case these verti-
cal surfaces play a fundamental role in the 
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tants are pieces of software that provide 
an environment for defining mathematical 
objects, their properties and the associated 
candidate proofs in a formal language well 
suited to this purpose. There are many such 
proof assistants, just like there are many 
programming languages, computer algebra 
systems or typesetting softwares. But all of 

order to mechanize the process of verifying 
deductions is certainly an old one (see for 
instance G. Leibniz’ Calculus Raciocinator 
in his 1966 doctoral thesis, or W. S. Jevons’ 
Logic Piano built in 1869), but the advent 
of computers, modern logic and computer 
science have turned it into concrete tools 
that can help for real. Indeed Proof Assis-

munity. On this topic, the interested read-
er may watch V. Voevodsky explaining his 
misfortunes in a popular science talk at 
the Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton 
(http://video.ias.edu/node/6395). We also 
recommend the reading of W. Thurston’s 
reflexions [20] on the process of mathe-
matics.

In principle, the whole mathematical 
literature could be expressed in a non-am-
biguous formal language, like set-theory 
and first-order logic, and proofs could be 
detailed in an exhaustive manner, making 
verification (boring to death but) trivial 
and absolutely objective. But this is not 
how one communicates mathematics in 
practice. The language of mathematics is 
made of a complex apparatus of abstrac-
tions, ellipsis and notations which requires 
some culture, years of training, but which 
also just makes the communication of 
ideas possible. Providing all the seemingly 
missing details to an audience of special-
ists would not only be utterly pedantic, 
but in fact it would soon obfuscate the 
discourse completely, sterilize creativity 
and miss the point of what makes math-
ematics beautiful. The famous group of 
French mathematicians N. Bourbaki make 
it explicit in The Architecture of Mathemat-
ics [4]: “What the axiomatic method sets 
as its essential aim is exactly that which 
logical formalism by itself cannot provide, 
namely the profound intelligibility of math-
ematics.” Clarifying the abstract structures, 
which capture the deep similarities shared 
by seemingly extremely different objects is 
what it is about. “To lay down the rules 
of this language, to set up its vocabulary 
and to clarify its syntax, all that is indeed 
extremely useful; indeed this constitutes 
one aspect of the axiomatic method, the 
one that can properly be called logical 
formalism (or ‘logistics’ as it is sometimes 
called). But we emphasize that it is but 
one aspect of this method, indeed the 
least interesting one.” [4]. To summarize, 
a verbose expansion of all the definitions 
and arguments of a given proof, down to 
the initial actions of a logical foundation, 
would both be too boring a task and fail to 
help understanding its content and check-
ing its correctness.

Machines can help
Except may be if one could take benefit 
from the super computing powers of ma-
chines... The idea of building machines in 

W. S. Jevons’ Logic Piano
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a given group of transformations. Simple 
groups are the most elementary, atomic 
instances of groups and any other finite 
group can be built from the finite simple 
ones — like molecules from these atoms. 
The classification of finite simple groups 
describes precisely the shape that a finite 
simple group can take, for each possible 
cardinal, and the Odd Order Theorem is a 
corner stone of this edifice:

Theorem [Odd Order Theorem]. Every finite 
group of odd order is solvable.

As a direct consequence, the Odd Order 
Theorem actually provides a complete de-
scription of the structure of simple groups 
with an odd cardinal: they are necessarily 
cyclic. The simplicity of the statement of 
this result strikingly contrasts with the so-
phistication of its proof, which calls for a 
combination of arguments of local analysis 
and of character theory of finite groups. 
The original proof [7] was published as 
a 250 page paper, a record at the time, 
and was later extensively polished and 
revised [3, 17]. R. Solomon describes its 
impact by saying that: “This short sen-
tence and its long proof were a moment 
in the evolution of finite group theory 
analogous to the emergence of fish onto 
dry land. Nothing like it had happened be-
fore; nothing quite like it has happened 
since.” [18] The validity of the Odd Order 
Theorem itself has never been really called 
into question, but the story of the classi-
fication of finite simple groups has been 

difficult task. Impressive successes have 
been obtained in this area in the last de-
cade like the verification of the core of an 
operating system [14] and the implemen-
tation of a certified compiler for (a sub-
set of ) the C programming language [15]. 
Another flagship application of formal 
proofs is the verification of mathematical 
results that depend on heavy calculations. 
Some major mathematical results of this 
kind have also been machine-checked us-
ing proof assistants, like the Four Colour 
Theorem [8] or Hales’ proof of the Kepler 
conjecture [11], the latter completed after 
over a decade of collaborative work under 
the direction of Th. Hales. Proof assistants 
and formal proofs have nonetheless failed 
so far to catch the interest of the majori-
ty of researchers in mathematics. One of 
the reasons that may explain this situation 
is a general feeling that the technology is 
not yet mature enough. In particular, a bla-
tant lack of significant libraries of digitized 
mathematics has long prevented interested 
external users to consider starting a for-
malization project of their own research re-
sults, to the notable exception of Th. Hales 
work on his formal proof of the Kepler con-
jecture. Formalizing the proof of a theorem 
with a proof assistant remains immensely 
more time-consuming than writing it down 
with a scientific word processing software. 
And to the best of our knowledge, no ex-
isting proof assistant can pretend to offer 
a digital formal library covering a compre-
hensive graduate curriculum in pure math-
ematics.

A formal proof of the Odd Order Theorem
Indeed, finding the most appropriate 
methodology and techniques to craft for-
mal definitions of mathematical objects 
in type theory and to construct reusable 
formal libraries remains to a large extent 
a research topic. These issues motivated 
the work of a team of researchers led by 
G. Gonthier on the formal verification of a 
landmark result in finite group theory due 
to W. Feit and J. G. Thompson, called the 
Odd Order Theorem [7]. This project uses a 
proof assistant called the Coq system and 
took six years to be completed [9]. The al-
gebraic structure of group is an abstract 
object which is at the same time very sim-
ple, and very deep: F. Klein, author of the 
seminal Erlangen research program, de-
fined geo metry as the study of properties 
that remain invariant under the action of 

them share the same general anatomy. The 
first ingredient of a proof assistant is the 
logical foundation used to fix the formal 
language of mathematics: although most 
mathematicians are used to set theory 
and first-order logic, there are many more 
possible options, some being better-suited 
to the formalization of mathematical con-
cepts in practice. The majority of available 
proof assistants are actually based on an 
instance of type theory, instead of set the-
ory, and allow quantification on arbitrary 
objects and functions, instead of being lim-
ited to first-order logic. The grammatical 
constructions and rules of this language are 
rigid enough so that a program called the 
kernel of the proof assistant can be used 
to check the correctness of proofs written 
by the user, by means of a purely mechan-
ical automated process. The kernel is real-
ly the cornerstone of a proof assistant: if 
one trusts this single piece of code, one 
trusts all the proofs it validates. Formal-
izing mathematics with a proof assistant 
means forging by hand a formal description 
of the mathematical definitions, theorem 
statements and candidate proofs: only the 
verification of the latter is automated, and 
not its discovery. Therefore the main dif-
ficulty is to bridge the gap between the 
very low level language that allows for this 
routine verification and the much higher- 
level language that make mathematics in-
telligible to humans. This gap is akin to the 
distance between the language in which 
human beings write programs and the pat-
terns of bits corresponding to the physical 
commands executed by the processor. The 
bulk of proof assistants is thus to provide 
tools that help with this matter. The code 
implementing these tools is carefully sep-
arated from the one of the kernel, so that 
the trusted base of code remains clearly 
identified.

Formalizing mathematics
Proof assistants have been around for 
about half a century now, since the pio-
neering work of N. G. de Bruijn [16] on his 
Automath system (a project he started in 
1967). These systems have been mostly 
used by computer science inclined users, 
concerned with obtaining the highest pos-
sible confidence in the behavior of pro-
grams. Describing the properties of the 
output of an algorithm and the behavior of 
the program implementing this algorithm 
in a given language is indeed a notoriously The author’s Odd Order Theorem bookshelf 
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of the product is necessarily i n1 # #  and 
that the signature ev should be understood 
as its embedding in R. Although none of 
these details is explicitly denoted in the 
formula, they can all be deduced from 
the context of the formula. The informa-
tion seemingly missing in such a string of 
symbols is however necessary for the com-
puter to make sense of the statement. Yet 
it would not be reasonable to expect the 
user of the proof assistant to provide it by 
hand by decorating of the words constitut-
ing the formal sentence. (S)he would soon 
no more see the forest for the trees. For-
tunately the training of the reader can be 
modeled by implementing and running ap-
propriate algorithms which are able to in-
fer the canonical properties hidden behind 
standard notations, once these rules and 
habits have been explicited completely. 
For this purpose, it is very helpful to work 
with a formal language based on a flavor 
of type theory. As in usual programming 
languages, types are labels carrying infor-
mation like the domain and codomain loci 
of functions. Well-formed sentences sat-
isfy constraints on their types, which are 
prescribed by the rules of the formal lan-
guage. This helps structuring the sentenc-
es and ruling out nonsensical ones, hence 
facilitating the verification. But not all type 
annotations need to be provided by the 
user, as some of them can be retrieved by 
just enforcing the constraints on the types. 
This mechanism, called type inference, 
also comes from the theory of program-
ming languages and can be used to re-
construct what the trained reader can read 
behind the notations, by encoding enough 
information in the types. This has been ex-
tensively used in the libraries of the Odd 
Order Theorem formal proof to preserve 
the readability of statements, the modu-
larity of the theories and the ability to su-
perimpose several views on a same object. 
In the end, the code producing the formula 
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S
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in the LaTeX typesetting language is:

\sum_{\sigma \in S_n}\epsilon_
{\sigma}\prod_i a_{\sigma (i),i}

when an analogue in Coq would be:

Definition det (R : ringType) n
(A : ’M[R]_n) : R := \sum_(s : ’S_n) 
(-1) ^+ s * \prod_i A i (s i).

formalized. The challenge was hence to 
represent formally all the mathemati-
cal objects that play a role in this proof: 
starting from the definition of natural 
numbers, and covering the 250 pages of 
the proof, plus all the pre-requisite in- 
between.

One of the main issues in formalization 
is to model the aforementioned training 
the mathematician went through to be able 
to make sense of a mathematical text. Con-
sider for instance the sentence:

The determinant of a square matrix

is( ) Det(A) .A M R a ( ),n
S

i i
in

! e=
!v

v v%/

The average reader is able to infer without 
thinking about it that the Greek letters R 
and P, notations for iterated binary opera-
tions on the domain described in subscript, 
here apply respectively to the addition and 
to the multiplication of the ring structure 
which equips R, that the iteration domain 

much more uneven and controversial, with 
famous skeptics like J. P. Serre [5]. As of 
today, the confidence of mathematicians in 
this complex edifice still rests more upon 
the reputation of the rare experts who are 
able to understand this composite proof in 
extenso than on a genuine assimilation by 
the community.

Teaching proof assistants
The first and foremost motivation of the 
formalization was not to track petty errors 
and holes in this proof. The interest of this 
proof as a case study for the formaliza-
tion of mathematics, beside the signifi-
cance of the result, is the broad spectrum 
of algebraic theories in its prerequisite, 
like graduate-level linear and multilinear 
algebra, Galois theory, representation the-
ory and character theory of finite groups, 
constructions of algebraic closures, … As 
of today, this realization constitutes the 
largest corpus of algebraic theories ever 

A piece of Coq code 
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already mature enough to serve the pur-
pose of the verification of any theorem, all 
the components of their skeleton are still 
active topics of research: the logical foun-
dations that should provide the most con-
venient framework for the mechanization 
of proofs, the automation tools helping 
best the users, the best user interface,... 
Hopefully proof assistants will rapidly 
evolve towards as widely used tools as 
computer algebra systems and eventually 
change the reviewing standards in math-
ematical journals. But there is little doubt 
that black (or white) board will remain 
the most vital piece in a mathematician’s 
office. s

most appropriate formal representation 
of mathematical objects, which allows for 
the coherence of the involved theories and 
provides an appropriate socle for the up-
coming layers of formalization. Revisiting 
mathematical theories with the help of a 
proof assistant is not only about chasing 
errors in proofs: it helps exploring and im-
proving the architecture of a proof and the 
layout of the theories at stake, with the 
precious help of a computer. Proof assis-
tants can help teaching mathematics, they 
could foster collaborative work and may be 
one day allow the discovery of new ob-
jects, of useful abstractions. Although the 
technology of proof assistants is actually 

For a more detailed insight into the use of 
type inference in the formalization of math-
ematics, the interested reader can refer to 
J. Avigad’s introduction [2].

Computers and black boards
Writing machine-checked digital librar-
ies of formalized mathematics is not like 
using a super spell-checker for mathe-
matics, nor does it intend to superseed 
the work of human reviewers — although 
it will hopefully assist them in this task. 
Formalizing mathematics is a creative re-
search activity, not because it produces 
new, previously unknown theorems, but 
because it sparks off a reflection on the 
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